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This is an interesting part of the subject.   Un-
fortunately the majority of the public are not much
acquainted   with   the  Mental  Science,   as   founded
upon Phrenology—Phrenology with many is a vulgar
something     about    "bumps/'     They    believe     in
physiognomy—i.e.,    the    temperament,    quality    of
organisation, disposition, and tendency of character
as revealed in the face.   Of the physiognomy of the
head—Phrenology—however,   they   know   nothing.
They understand the clock dial, the hands thereon,
and the time indicated there and by them; but of the
nature and power of the machinery behind the dial,
they are ignorant.   So there are too many who care
little   for   the   cerebral   machinery,  its form, size,
quality, and power—by which the mind animates the
face indicating thereon   the   morning, the mid-day,
and the   twilight of the  human  soul in Time.    To
appreciate Phreno-Mesmerism,   some  knowledge   of
Phrenology is requisite.     The successful mesmerist
must  either  be  a   keen  physiognomist or a good
phrenologist.    In the latter   case, his   psychological
experiments will be the most satisfactory and fasci-
nating.    Sensitives in the deep mesmeric sleep, and
iwho are conscious of your thoughts, or otherwise in
full sympathy or en rapport with yourself, are not
subjects   for   phreno-mesmeric   experiments.     The
experiments   with them, at least, would not be con-
clusive.   In the somnambulistic state when the sub-
ject is    deprived    of   consciousness,  and is   so far
rendered   oblivious as not   to remember   .what has
occurred during sleep unless impressed to remember
—in this state   the cerebral  organs of the  mental
faculties  resemble a  piano—when excited by mes-
meric  influence they   give forth  manifestations  in
accordance with  Phrenology,  and the experiments
are most effective and conclusive.   The phenomena
are not the result of suggestion, accident or imagina-
tion.   In the majority of cases the sensitives, as one
of the general public, can have no possible know-
ledge of Phrenology.
It is not possible for the experimentalist to be

